Prachar tour of Rev. Shivraj Tyagi Ji – A report from Houston, Texas
With the blessings of Her Holiness Satguru Mata Savinder Hardev Ji Maharaj, Houston
saints were blessed with the Prachar visit of Rev. (Dr.) Shivraj Tyagi Ji and his wife Rev.
Bimla Tyagi Ji from Boston on April 9th, 2017. Local saint Rev. Sheelu Keswani Ji worked
hard to invite people from different religions and beliefs including Rev. Bob Elixier from
Family Federation Church and Dr. GuruBhakti Ji from ISKCON temple. Around 90-95
people attended the satsang on Sunday. There were many people who had come to satsang
for the first time.

In his discourse, Rev. Tyagi Ji said
human mind wants scientific
evidence of everything we believe
in. He said spiritually we have known
that all humans are similar but this
has been proved scientifically that
99.9% DNA of all human beings is exactly same regardless of our color of skin. He said he
worked in the Emory University, Atlanta for 10 years and his worked involved collecting
blood samples of people. Due to ethical reasons, he had to label the blood samples as A, B,
C, D, etc. He said no one could tell the difference in samples as to which color human being
this blood has been drawn from. God created us equal and our blood is so similar and yet
we do not realize our brotherhood.
Rev. Tyagi Ji said every day in our life is very important and we must value it. He said if we
assume 100 years of human life then we have roughly 35000 days or around 5000 weeks.
We spend so much of our lifetime in doing things that ultimately do not matter at all and
we do not give priority to God in our life which matters the most. Giving an example, he
said, if we put ‘number one’ in front of zeros, the values of zeroes increases significantly
but if we put ‘one’ at the end then it is ‘just one by itself’. Everyone must realize the real
purpose of our life. Soul came from the super soul and ultimately merges in it. Everyone
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who has taken birth must leave this body. Therefore, we must give utmost importance of
God in our lives.
Rev. Tyagi Ji also spoke about the five principles of mission and how they are so important
to living a blissful life. He said we may have a harmonium and an interested person who
wants to play it but one cannot enjoy the sound of harmonium without learning it from
someone who has already mastered the instrument. In the same way, to have a blissful life,
God must be realized from the True Master.
Rev. Tyagi Ji said we cannot deceive God as who we really are. He gave an example of a
sculptor who was so good that when his time of death came near he created so many
sculptures that looked exactly like him. When death angels came to get him, they could not
identify the real sculptor. They had to go back without taking the sculptor with them. But
they came back with an idea. This time when they went back, they praised the sculptures
first but then angels said there is just one problem in these sculptures. On hearing this,
the sculptor got up and said, ‘what is wrong?’ The sculptor’s ego got better of him. Rev.
Tyagi Ji said, in our weekly “To do list”, we should add satsang so that we can have a
blissful life.
After the satsang program was over, some people expressed their desire for God
knowledge and they got blessed.

